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Mission Statement 
MISSION STATEMENT 

 
The British Auto Club of Las 
Vegas consists of British Car 
owners and enthusiasts dedi-
cated to promoting the hobby 
of British automotive sport. The 
Club promotes Information and 
networking and revels in the 
social elements of British car 
ownership. You don’t need to 
own an LBC (little British Car) 
to be a member, just love & 
admire them.  
 
 
Club members, prospective 
members and British car en-
thusiasts are encouraged to 
attend our meetings and 
events. We discuss events 
and activities, swap Lucas 
stories, exchange advice on 
repair problems and enjoy 
socializing with one another.  
 
Membership Meetings are held 
at 9:AM on the last Sunday of 
each month at  
 

The Wildhorse Golf Club 
2100 Warm Springs Rd. 

Henderson Nevada  
 
Any change in location will be 
noted in the Spanner and our 
website.  
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President: Jonas Payne 
president@baclv.net 

V.P & Events: Rosie Johnson  
vicepresident@baclv.net 
Secretary: Jane James 
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Officer at Large: Al Seminatore 
officer@baclv.net 
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Newsletter Co-Editors: 

Hap Polk 
Patrick Klenk 

baclvspanner2017@outlook.com 
Membership Chairman: 

Bill Wellbaum 
wcwellbaum@cox.net 

Tech Editor: Ron Couturier  
roncouturier78@gmail.com  
Webmaster: Margaret Klenk 

BACLV1990@gmail.com 
Mailing Address 

BACLV 
P. O. Box 90973 

Henderson, NV 89009 
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Commercial fee schedule for advertising 
in the SPANNER is:  

 
1/2 page  $150.00 
1/4 page  $100.00 

Business card size  $75.00 
 

Advertisers supporting the British Auto Club of Las 
Vegas receive a member’s discount . 

Consider Submitting an Article to 
the SPANNER. Submissions are 
preferred in a non-formatted Word 
format, 500 to 1,000 words. Photos 
are also welcome and should be 
sent separately in .jpeg format, 
with appropriate cut line/caption 
descriptions. The deadlines are 
typically the 15th of the month 
prior. 

Cover:  

President’s Message 
By Jonas Payne 

            The Tempero-built 
1966 Jaguar XJ13 replica.  
Powered by a V-12, 291 hp 
and 331-lb-ft of torque.  
Recently sold at auction for  
$430,000.  There are five 
more to be auctioned at 
Sotheby’s in the months to 
come. 

 

  

I recently took on some consulting work to try to recover a failed hotel con-
struction project in Palm Springs, CA.  The jobsite is about 240 miles “door 
to door” from my house if you go in the “back way” through Kelso, Amboy 
and 29 Palms.   There is no efficient or cost-effective way to fly into Palm 
Springs from Las Vegas that would save any time over just driving, so 

when I have to go there, which I will have to on a more frequent basis as this particular project contin-
ues its death spiral, it means road trips. 

Approximately 170 miles of the 240 mile trip (each way) are on 2 lane roads that wind through the 
Mojave National Preserve and the Joshua Tree National Park.  The roads are in pretty rough condition, 
but they wind through some truly beautiful desert scenery, including the largest Joshua Tree forest in 
the country (oddly enough, it is not in Joshua Tree National Park), the Kelso Dunes, and several passes 
through the mountains that take you from over 4,500 feet in elevation to the dry lake bed outside of 
Amboy, CA which is less than 600 above sea level.  The section of road from I-40 to Amboy is a section 
of old Route 66. 

Amboy is surreal.   There is a diner and motel (Roy’s) that are actually in much better condition now 
that my first trip to Amboy as a kid in the 80’s.  They appear to have been dropped into the moonscape 
from the future in all of their Route 66 1950’s space age glory.  The lake bed is a working salt mine, 
and in early spring takes on wild hues of blue and green, adding to the other world appearance of the 
place. As if that wasn’t enough, in the middle of the dry lake bed emerges a volcano, I’m not making 
this up.  Amboy has a volcano.  Its inactive, but still pretty cool.   

You can actually make better time going in the “back way” rather than heading down on the I-15.  The 
road is lightly patrolled, and on my last couple of trips, you can count the number of cars coming the 
opposite direction in a 200 mile stretch on both hands.  You pretty much have it to yourself.  This al-
lows the new Jag F-Type (and the old Chevy SS for that matter) to do what they were designed to do, 
consume vast miles at high speed safely and comfortably.  We are talking AVERAGE speeds on a 240 
mile trip of between 70 and 80 mph for the overall trip.  Keep in mind that the time elapsed includes a 
pit stop at Roy’s and 40 miles of traffic lights between 29 Palms and Palm Springs.   

A day trip for a meeting in Palm Springs starts at about 6:30, I’m at the project site by 10:00 AM, and 
pack up to come home around 4:00 PM after what is usually 6 hours of very stressful and depressing 
meetings.  The thought of starting another 3 to 4 hour (depending on how hard you want to push it) 
road trip at what should be the end of the day is not appealing, but despite being tired and stressed, 
the return trip is worth the effort. 

Outside of Kelso, the sun begins to set.  The sky begins to turn orange and purple.  The sun goes down 
behind the mountains to your left but is still high enough to be shining on the higher elevations on the 
mountains to your right.  The deserts colors are in full glory, no longer bleached by the brutality of day-
light.  Joshua Trees begin to cast long shadows to the right while their silver / grey bark shines like 
chrome at slightly higher elevations.  Sunlight slowly gives way to darkness as the last of the light 
slowly creeps up the mountains as an orange full harvest moon rises.  The light show lasts about 40 
minutes, and darkness has fully descended about the time I hit the I-15.   

I’ve probably done a pretty poor job of describing this.  I tried to describe it to Kate and a friend when I 
returned home from the trip, and when I think about it, I get chills.  They asked why I didn’t take a 
picture.  I thought about it at the time, and I knew that I would never be able to “capture” the image or 
do it justice.  A picture would have captured only a fraction of the event, the beauty of it was the way it 
evolved and transitioned.  It was an experience, not a photo opportunity, and I was caught up in it.    

Once again, I have been reminded of the beauty of our desert landscape, it is sometimes hard to ap-
preciate as we grow weary of our long hot summer months.  I’m looking forward to getting off the 
beaten path and getting into our driving season.  Lets go on a road trip. 
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Missed your Birthday or Anniversary  
or have the date wrong? Please email:  
baclvspanner2017@outlook.com 
so we can update our list.  

From the Editor’s Desk  
Pat Klenk & Hap Polk 

Sept Birthdays Sept Anniversaries New Members 
 

No new members, but out looking for 
more—see a Jag, a Triumph, a MG, 
TVR, Mini, Wolseley, Healy — leave a 
card, catch the owner, spread the word 

 

Timothy Erwin 

Cleone Johns 

Susan Rowe 

Francoise Baker 

Marisue Barnes 

Alan Bowman 

 

Rick Dusek 

Diane King 

Wendy O’Bryan 

Ron Sandgren 

Brian Naas 

Deborah Madan 

 

Lisa & Derek Schneider 

Lonny & Sharon Baker 

Francoise & Kenneth Baker 

Top Ten 
Jim Shope 5550 

Brian Naas 4725 

Charles Williams 4075 

Pat Klenk 3975 

AJ Dowden 3925 

Dave Kunde 3700 

Vaughn Richards 3300 

Ron Sandgren 3175 

Neal Westfall 2925 

Brett Harris 2700 

 

 

Contenders 
Jim Lefler 2675 

Hap Polk 2650 

Cleone Johns 2400 

Joel Goldberg 2025 

Ron Couturier 1900 

Jim Oswald 1875 

Steve Kennedy 1800 

Dan Stillwell 1750 

Monica Robertson 1625 

Dean Barnes 1500 

Bill Wellbaum 1500 

 

BACLV TOP POINTS CONTENDERS 
As tracked by Al Simenatori 

As I sit here and ponder this editorial, words to 
people that have an infatuation with British au-
tos I often wonder “what makes us do this to 
ourselves”.  We are a club that gathers together 
to tell crazy stories of how we share many 
strange things in common; like oil leaking, cool-
ant going where it should not and of course, 
electrical systems that simply do not work (well 
that do sometimes which is even worse).  As I 
am plugging away, there is some comedian 
droning away on the radio once every hour for a 
minute of two telling stupid jokes about his 
mother, the subway in New York or some other 
non sequitur that has little meaning in my life 
(or any others for that matter).  Now if this guy 
really want to be funny, he needs to explore the 
world of British car humor – lots of material 
there and a readymade audience.  So shake off 
your stiff upper lip, mind your gap and give up 
being a curmudgeon for a minute or two.  Let’s 
take a look at the British car, and Lucas with a 
bit of “did you hear the one about….” 
 
Q: Know why the British don't make computers? 
A: They couldn't figure out how to make them 
leak oil! 
-Bill Hancock  
 
Q: What do you call an MG with dual exhaust? 
A: A Wheelbarrow! 
-Philip Payne 

 
Q: How do you double the value of a Triumph? 
A: Fill it up with gas! 
-Paul Helsby 
 
Q: Why do the British drink warm beer?  
A: Because the all have Lucas refrigerators. It 
doesn't matter what temperature the room is, 
it's always room temperature. 
-name withheld by request 
 
Q: What are the two questions you hear most 
from the passenger in your MGBGT? 
A: 1. Is it HOT in here? 
    2. Do you smell gas? 
- Sir Drives-A-lot 
 
Webster's definition of Corvette: A Spitfire on 
steroids. 
-Russ Thomas 
 
Little Billy and his Dad were down at the auto-
cross watching the Spitfires zipping through 
the cones. 
Little Billy looks up to his Dad and says, "Dad, 
when I grow up, I want to be a Spitfire driver." 
His Dad looks down at him and says, "You can't 
do both, son." 
- Ree G. 
 
For those of you who have never had the 

pleasure of owning a British car, but want 
to know what it's like: Next big rainstorm, 
wait till dark, roll down all windows, leave off 
lights & heater & wipers and go for a drive. Stop 
at every intersection and throw out a twenty 
dollar bill. It's not exactly the same, but it's real 
close. 
- Mike Nash 
 
I pulled into a garage with my newly pur-
chased 1500 Spitty and politely asked "Have you 
got a windscreen wiper blade for my Spit" 
The cheeky git replied "sounds like a good deal 
to me mate”. 
- Kevin Cox 
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Pole position can be related to a lot of things 
(flag, power, barn) in the case of the BAC it is 
racing. 
 
Racing in Las Vegas in August is best done in an 
air-conditioned venue like Pole Position   Cart 
Racing. This is a great outlet for our competitive 
members to show off their driving skills (???) 
They can drive aggressively without wrecking or 
bending LBC's—no over-heating—no "paddle". 
 
The enthusiastic spectators seated track side 
viewed the battles on the track including bump-
ing, passing, getting passed, spin outs, crashing 

into other cars and the wall. David Ogle added 
passing challenges for the fast crowd, adding to 
the tactical elements of the race. 
 
 
There were three heats. After each heat the 
carts and starting positions were re-scrambled 
giving everyone new experiences. The carts 
varied in how in-tune they 
were; scrambling evened out 
the advantages. The third 

heat was for the trophies. 
 
With nine drivers racing for 
two hours, the race ended 
with the James's son-in-law, 
Tony Simpson, aka “The Ring-
er”, taking first place (he has 
done cart racing before). He 
was cheered on by his new 
wife, Veronica aided by the 
happy parents-in-law. Con-
gratulations Tony! 
 
Gary Martin came in second 
and Brian Naas placed 
third.The prize money proba-
bly didn't jeopardize their 
amateur status. Tony took 
home the trophy and the 
winner’s flag. Pat Seminatore 

hand made a lovely pottery trophy platter. Jim 
Seminatore donated the victory flag on an at-
tractive home-made staff. They looked great. 
 
After all the atta-boys, glad handing and giving 
the trophy and prizes the crowd of about 20 
members went down the street to Aces and Ales 
for food and refreshments(beer). 

POLE POSITION  - BACLV GOES RACING 
By Nelda & Jim Lefler, Photographs by AJ Dowden and Hap Polk 

After the race, Tony playing fighter pilot, reliving the moments with 
Shelley’s encouragement. 

Our host, Jim Lefler, enjoying the activities. 

The crowd was lined along the track protected by crash barriers, old racing tires, 
and the wall. Jeri Williams, Clara Ogle, Al & Pat Seminatore, AJ Dowden, Jim Lefler, 
and others watching the action. 

The ultimate winner. Tony Simpson’s concentration never wavered. 

The Simpsons, Tony and Veronica and Jane James 
anticipating the win to come. Simon was getting 
ready to race  

Drivers’ meeting. Attentively learning the house rules. Charles, Michael, Tony, Jonas, Simon (mostly hid-
den), Shelley, Brian, David, and Gary. 
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The drivers celebrating. Charles, Simon, David, Tony (Winner!), Brian, Jonas, Shel-
ley, Michael, and Gary. Pat Seminatore, flag girl. Awards presentations to the winners. Thank you, Nelda. 

Is this ‘you could have won by more’ or ‘okay, stop talking about it’, or ‘do 
you really want lunch there?’ or... Remember what it was like newly mar-
ried? So many adjustments, so many ‘I thought compromise meant giving 
up something, but instead it is taking in some new enrichening things’. 
Best wishes. 

Jim Shope, Gary Martin, and Bill Wellbaum engaged in conversation 
among friends. The essence of the BACLV experience. 

 Jonas cutting inside of Shelley. Gary and Michael coming up. 

The scrum. Brian squeezing Jonas for the apex. Competitive? You bet. Rubbing is 
racing! Photo by AJ Dowden 
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I arrived just before 8 to get the A/C running 
(front office area only) and ready the shop 
area for work. Shortly after, Millie and Hap 
Polk showed up and we chatted a bit until a 
little after 8:30 when Jonas Payne and Rosie 
Johnson arrived. Very soon thereafter Jim 
Shope arrived and we got to work on trouble-
shooting the overdrive. About this same time 
Rosie and Millie left to go eat breakfast think 
at the Boulder Dam Hotel restaurant. The 
guys checked relays and switches and deter-
mined they all seemed to be in working order 
so they pulled the seats out so they could 
remove the transmission cover.  

They were then able to remove the overdrive 
actuating solenoid and after some trouble-
shooting were able to determine that it was 
bad. Fortunately, Jonas had ordered up a 
spare for me in case this might be the prob-
lem and after they got it installed, we jacked 
up the back end of the car so we could run it 
in gear without it going anywhere.  

 

After some 
adjustment to 
the actuating 
linkage arms they pronounced it functional. 
During this time Mitch Vamos. Gary Martin 
and Alan Bowman had showed up and helped 
with some of the wrenching. Around this 
time, we switched focus to the parking lot 
behind my shop where Jim Shope’s Healey 
was parked and listened to a strange noise 
that he hears for the first few seconds after 
he starts his car after it has not been run for 
a while, some kind of a tapping noise. It 
tapped for a few seconds and then went 
away. He shut it down and then restarted it 
and there was no noise. He said to wait while 
we do more things on my car and then he 
would start it again and he assured that the 
noise would return. I got Jonas to install 

some missing 
screws in my 
Healey’s driver’s 
side door panel 
which had slipped 
down and then per-
haps did a few oth-
er minor repairs 
which I don’t recall. 
We then got it up 
on the lift to re-
move the leaking 
and bent up oil pan. 
We drained out the 
oil and Jim got to 
work removing the 
oil pan bolts. Jim 
has a system where 
he removes any 
existing nonfunc-
tional patches and 
then he hammers 
out the dents and 

then puts it on the bench with kerosene in it 
(thinner than oil) to see where any leaks are. 
He then brazes (solders/welds) the holes and 
the puts a layer of fiberglass over the outside 
to help strengthen the pan after which he 
paints it in the original Healey engine paint 
color. I’m anxiously looking forward to see 
the results. I hope I explained the process 
semi correctly. We then tried starting Jim’s 
Healey again and the consensus was that it 
may be the starter motor disengaging from 
the flywheel during start-up, again, I hope I 
got this right. We left the bottom end of my 
engine dripping onto rags and cardboard and 
drip pans etc. and washed up to head to my 
house. 

TUNE AND TECH WITH A SOCIAL EVENT 
TWIST 
Article by Dean Barns, photos by Hap Polk 

Seats out, little testing, and Jonas Payne and Jim Shope take on the 
Austin Healey’s transmission troubles 

Jim Shope consulting a higher authority for a little 
help in getting the thing to work right 

Jim Shope, Jonas Payne and host Dean Barnes working on Dean’s Austen Healy 
transmission issues 

Jim Shope, Gary Martin, Mitch Vamos and Alan Bowman  ponder that little ticking noise 
that Jim only thinks he hears, right Jim? 
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Mitch, Gary and Alan all headed home while 
Jonas, Jim and Hap all followed me to my 
house. As soon as we got there my wife sent 
me to the store to pick up some things and 
when I returned I went upstairs to put on my 
swim trunks and take care of some business 
and then the little hose in the toilet tank 
came loose and started squirting water out 
from under the lid all over the floor. After I 
got that all dried up, I got downstairs and 
got to meet with the other arrivals who had 

come just for the swim/bar-b-que and see 
the spread of food. 

After their breakfast, Rosie and Millie had 
arrived at my house to help my wife, Mari-
sue, get things all set up. When I got down-
stairs, I found Kate Payne, Nelda and Jim 
Leffler, and Shelley Szekeres (no Peter, 
whom at work was piloting) along with her 2 
kids Andrea and William. 

On the table were 4 big trays of vegetables  
and chips and dip and fruit and a plate of 
what had been multiple deviled eggs (only 1 
remaining which I gulped down). The Sze-
keres were all bounding around in the pool 
and I believe Jonas had been in for a dip 

while I was dealing with my travails. I think 
that was all of the swimmers. We sat outside 
under the balcony with the ceiling fans run-
ning and had multiple conversations going 
on. After awhile I was told to fire up the BBQ 
and started cooking up burgers and brauts. 
When the cooking was done the crowd filed 
thru the kitchen loading up their plates with 
their choice of meat and potato salad, and 
macaroni salad. When the main meal was 
finished the desserts were brought out and 
we loaded up our dessert plates with straw-
berry parfait, apple pie from Jim Shope and 
other goodies. After everyone was done 
gorging themselves, we had some more live-
ly conversation and then adjourned the gath-
ering. I hope all in attendance had a good 
time! 

Our host, Dean Barns getting ready to deal with a 
wild hose on the toilet tank 

Kate Payne and Nelda Lefler contemplate the food choices ahead while 
Evelyn Payne looks on Jim and Nelda Lefler listen intently about the days adventures in auto me-

chanics 

A good day for all, Kate Payne, Rosie Johnson, Millie Polk (hidden), Jim Shope, Marisue Barnes, Jim and 
Nelda Lefler, and Evelyn Payne sit back relax and live it all over again 
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Constructed for prototype endurance racing 
but obsolete by the time it was built and test-
ed, Jaguar’s XJ13 is among the most beautiful 
competition cars ever created. Just one was 
ever assembled, and the Jaguar Heritage 
Trust has reportedly turned down purchase 
offers well beyond the price of a Ferrari 250 
GTO. Thanks to coachbuilders like Errol Tem-
pero and his son Rod, it’s still possible to own 
the next best thing–a V-12-powered XJ13 
replica–and this August, the first of six Tem-
pero-built 1966 Jaguar XJ13 replicas will cross 
the auction block in California, part of RM 

Sotheby’s Monterey sale. 

The development of the Jaguar XJ13 began in 
the early 1960s, as the British automaker 
sought to build a new generation of Le Mans-
winning race cars, despite its “official” halt of 
all racing activities. Jaguar’s C-type had pro-
duced wins on the Circuit de la Sarthe in 1951 
and 1953, while the later D-type delivered 
victories from the tragedy-marred 1955 run-
ning through 1957. Rule changes ended the D
-type’s dominance in 1958, leaving the Cov-
entry automaker without a competitive endur-

ance racer. 

The firm’s ongoing success was tied more 
heavily to the production of road cars than 
race cars, and resources were finite. Develop-
ment of a D-type successor stretched into the 
mid-1960s, and construction of the XJ13 actu-
ally began in 1965. By 1966 the car was fin-
ished, but serious testing did not begin until 
1967, when racing driver David Hobbs was 
asked to give the car a shakedown drive at 
the Motor Industry Research Association 
(MIRA) test track in central England. There, 
Hobbs would set a track record, driving the 
XJ13 to a 161.6 mph lap. 

As originally built, the XJ13 featured an alumi-
num body (styled by Malcom Sayer) and an 
aluminum monocoque that used the engine 
and transaxle as a stressed member to reduce 
overall weight. Power came from an experi-
mental 5.0-liter V-12, which used double 
overhead-camshafts on each cylinder bank 
and was originally fed by a sextet of SU car-
buretors, but later, by Lucas fuel injection. In 
this tune, the XJ13 reportedly produced 502 
horsepower. 

But change at Le Mans was afoot, and by the 
time the XJ13 was competition-ready, it was 
obsolete. The increasing speeds of cars like 
the 7.0-liter Ford GT40s (which dominated the 
race in 1966 and 1967) prompted the regula-
tory arm of the FIA to impose a 3.0-liter limit 
on Group 6 prototypes and a 5.0-liter limit on 
Group 4 sports cars, which carried homologa-
tion requirements. The new rules went into 
effect ahead of the 1968 24 Hours of Le Mans, 
and to comply Jaguar would have needed to 
downsize the XJ13 to 3.0-liters (to run in 

A Dream Car Made Real – Tempero’s 
1966 Jaguar XJ13 replica 
Kurt Ernst on Jul 29th, 2019  
1966 Jaguar XJ13 replica by Tempero. Photos by Robin Adams, courtesy RM Sotheby’s. 

(continued on page 9) 
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(continued on from page 8 

Group 6) or build 50 examples to meet ho-
mologation requirements (to run in Group 4). 
The former would have yielded an uncompet-
itive race car, while the latter simply wasn’t 
feasible for a low-volume manufacturer like 
Jaguar. 

The XJ13 was placed into storage, but not 
until it had served as a development platform 
for Jaguar’s production V-12 (a 5.3-liter, 
single overhead camshaft engine), which 
debuted in the E-type Series 3 in 1971. Sad-
ly, the launch of the Series 3 E-type would 
also lead to the destruction of the original 
XJ13. 

Looking to promote the sporting nature of 
the new E-type, Jaguar pulled the XJ13 out of 
its four-year slumber for a photo shoot. Leg-
endary Jaguar test driver Norman Dewis was 
given the responsibility of driving the XJ13 at 
MIRA, and by all accounts the early laps went 
well. Late in the day, Dewis was asked to go 
out on track for one more session, and that’s 
when disaster struck. It’s still not precisely 
clear what went wrong – a tire puncture, or 
perhaps a suspension component or wheel 
failure – but Dewis put the XJ13 into track’s 
retaining wall before sliding to the infield and 
rolling the car twice. Incredibly, he escaped 
the crash with only minor injuries, but the 
XJ13 was very nearly totaled.  

The wreckage was placed 
into storage, where some 
time later it was noticed by 
Ted Loades, head of Jaguar 
supplier Abbey Panels. 
Loades offered to rebuild 
the XJ13 for a modest 
sum, and Jaguar agreed. 
Though the final product 
was built using many of 
the same body jigs as the 
original, the resurrected 
XJ13–completed in time for 
the 1973 British Grand Prix
–differed slightly from the 
original, most notably in 
the new car’s flared fend-
ers. 

Though Jaguar has report-
edly received numerous 
offers to buy the XJ13 over 
the years, it remains ada-

mant that the car is not for sale. For those 
desiring an XJ13 of their own, then, the sole 
solution has been to seek out replicas, which 
have been constructed by several firms over 
the years. One such builder was Tempero 
Coach and Motor Company, Ltd. of New Zea-
land, which completed six XJ13 replicas from 

the mid-1990s into the early 2000s (another 
body was also constructed by Tempero, but 
the car itself was never completed). 

An old-school coachbuilder, Tempero began 
with factory drawings of the XJ13, and craft-
ed their replicas in the same manner as the 
original, fitting aluminum body panels (styled 
per the latter XJ13) over an aluminum mono-
coque. Even the mounting system for the 
engine is quite similar to the original, though 
production 5.3-liter Jaguar V-12s were used 
out of necessity. Jaguar only built six four-
cam 5.0-liter V-12 engines for its test pro-
gram, and of these, only three made their 
way into cars. 

While the 5.3-liter V-12 doesn’t produce the 
same 502 hp as the experimental 5.0-liter 
engine, it’s still rated at 291 hp and 331-lb-ft 
of torque, more than enough to move the 
XJ13 replica’s 2,200 pounds with ample 
haste. The car on offer is said to be the first 

Tempero replica completed, and was report-
edly licensed for road use by the consignor. 

Though officially a replica, the Tempero 
XJ13 has shown well at Jaguar Clubs of 
North America (JCNA) events, scoring a 
9.992 at the 2016 International Jaguar Fes-
tival, a 9.99 at the 2015 International Jagu-
ar Festival and a 9.986 at the 2014 San 
Diego Jaguar Club Concours. Most recently, 
it’s been shown at the La Jolla Concours 
d’Elegance and at the Blackhawk Museum in 
Danville, California. 

Until the real XJ13 hits the market, a replica 
is the only option to own this stunning Jaguar 
prototype, and Tempero’s products have 
earned the respect of buyers across the 
globe. RM Sotheby’s has not yet set a pre-
auction estimate for this lot , which will cross 
the auction stage sometime between August 
15-17 at the Monterey Conference Center in 
Monterey, California. For additional detail on 
the sale, visit RMSothebys.com. 

UPDATE (19.August 2019): The Tempero 
XJ13 replica sold for a fee-inclusive 
$430,000. 

Editor’s Note—We would like to thank Kurt Ernst 
the author and “Hemmings Daily, a publication of 
Hemmings Motor News” as the source. The imag-
es should be credited to “Robin Adams, courtesy 
of RM Sotheby’s.” 
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British Auto Club of Las Vegas 
P. O. Box 90973 
Henderson, NV 89009 

Upcoming Events 

   

September‐19 
18th  BACLV Board Mee ng, 6:30,  Sierra Gold, 9580 W. Flamingo, Las Vegas 89147 

22nd  Over the Hump to Pahrump Bri sh Car Show. RSVP deadline is Monday, Sept 16, 2019 

28th  Wurst Dam Car Show and Fes val, Boulder City.  

29th  General Membership Mee ng, Wildhorse Golf Course 

October ‐19 
11th&12th  BACLV Garage Sale, The S llwells hos ng 

16th  BACLV Board Mee ng, 6:30,  Loca on to be determined 

19th  Kelso Depot Cruise 

26th  Halloween & Fall Mixer, Ron & Do e Coutorier hos ng 

27th  General Membership Mee ng, Wildhorse Golf Course 

   

   

November ‐19 
13th  BACLV Board Mee ng, 6:30,  Loca on to be determined 

16th  Shelby Museum & Factory Tour with Shelby historian, Hap & Millie Polk hos ng 

19th  Red Rock Cruise & Pot Luck Brunch, Michael & Rosie Johnson hos ng 

24th  General Membership Mee ng, Wildhorse Golf Course 

   

   


